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The procedure normally employed for the calculation of the derivatives of a rational function 
at a given point consists of applying the rules for forming derivatives to the rational function as 
many times as required thus obtaining a rational expression for the derivative bf the order 
required. The resulting additions, multiplications and evaluations of polynomials of possibly high 
degree result in a great deal of computational work. 
A simple recursive method is therefore presented, where the derivative values are obtained in a 
simple manner reminiscent of the Horner scheme for polynomials. The method bears some 
resemblance to the method developed by Moore [l] for general algebraic expressions, but it is 
more efficient and easier to verify and execute. 
Let p(x) = C:‘,,a,x’, 4(-u) =C:l&b,~ and I= max(tTz. n) so that f(s)=~(s)/q(s) is a 
rational function. We wish to compute f”‘(c) for a given point c and order of derivative I;. 
First let the polynomials P(X) and q(x) be developed as Taylor series about the point c using 
the complete Horner scheme, obtaining 
p(x) = i Ly(_v _ (.)‘* 
/=o . 
q(_y) = f 5cJA(_y - (q’. 
,=o 
The method now consists of writing f(s) as 
where 
sJx) =Jqx) -4(x)$+ = ,$, ; [ p(I)(c) - qyc)+](x - c)I. 
Since s,(c) = 0. it follows that 
s,(x) = +4(x - c) 
where 
t-1 
r,(x)= c ; I p(‘+‘yc)-q(‘+‘)(c) ;=(J . f$j](x - c)l. 
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f(x) = pm ~+$$x-c) 
and the derivative of f(x) can be expressed as 
f,(X) = [5%+7(4 -4’(xM41(x - 4 +rkMx) 
q(x)’ 
Evaluated at c, this derivative is therefore 
f’(c) = rdc)/q(c). 
The additional computational effort required for the first derivative was simply the computa- 
tion of r,(x) as a polynomial in (x - c) requiring the multiplication of a polynomial by a 
constant and then the addition of a second polynomial. (If only the first derivative is required, it 
suffices to compute the constant term of r,(x).) 
Repeating this process with f,(x) = rl( x)/q( x) we obtain 
and 
f”(c) = r2(CvdC). 
(Again, if only the second derivative is required then it suffices to compute the constant.term of 
r*(x).) 
If we have now already developed the series 
together with the k th derivative at c 
f’“‘(c)=k!r,(c)/q(c) 
then we can develop the (k + 1)st derivative at c recursively. For this let 
from which it follows that 
sk+,(x)=rA(x)-q(x)? 
Again noting that sk + ,( c) = 0, we see that 
~~~~(4 = rk+Ax)b - 4 
from which it follows that 
f(x)Jp+[~]‘(x_c)+ .. . +[~]‘*““K’c)i+r~~~~)(X_c)(*+‘), 
C 
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as well as 
449 
f’“‘(c) = (k + I)! rk+I(c) . 
4(c) 
Each step in this process requires only the multiplication of one polynomial by a constant and 
then the addition of a second polynomial. 
The resulting series representation above is, of course. nothing but the Taylor expansion for 
f(x) with an exact reminder. 
It should be noted that the degree of Ye will stabilize at YIZ - 1 in at most 111 - III 1 steps. 
It is also possible to avoid using the complete Horner scheme for p(s) and q(s). For this case 
intermediate results from the evaluation of rk( x) and q(x) may be used to compute r, + ,( x) in a 
simple manner. Now, however, it is necessary to evaluate rk + I(c) since r, + ,( x) is no longer a 
polynomial in (x - c). 
It should be noted that the above method for computing the derivatives of a rational function 
is very easily implemented as a computer program. 
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